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Abstract: The present paper aims to report six case studies of six Transcarpathian Hungarian learners—three successful readers and three unsuccessful ones—when reading aloud in English as a foreign language. The study described in this article is part of a large-scale investigation into the quality and quantity of reading miscues made by non-native readers during oral reading. Findings suggest that both successful and unsuccessful readers make substitution miscues most frequently, and these miscues resemble the Expected Response (ER)—i.e., the printed text—grapho-phonemically. However, weak readers make more miscues than strong readers.
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1 Introduction

In Transcarpathian Hungarian schools in the Ukraine, it is common practice among English teachers to apply the technique of learners reading aloud in the English lessons (Huszti, 2002, 2003a, 2003b). Some researchers (e.g., Helgesen & Gakuin, 1993) warn against the extensive use of this technique, but their claim is usually not based on any empirical research findings. Because in traditional learning oral reading is a widely applied technique in the lessons of English in Transcarpathian Hungarian schools, it deserves some attention on the part of the research community.

The need for conducting the present study arose from the absence of an empirical investigation examining Hungarian learners’ English, reading miscues in Transcarpathian Hungarian schools. Because this topic does not receive sufficient attention, this investigation is believed to fill the gap.

Based on this rationale, the following research questions have been set:
• What miscue types occur when Transcarpathian Hungarian learners read aloud in English?
• Do successful readers differ from unsuccessful ones in terms of miscue frequency?
• How does oral reading influence learners’ reading comprehension?

2 Theoretical background

Reading aloud is mentioned in the academic literature by some of the researchers as an assessment technique by which reading is tested (Alderson, 2000; Fordham, Holland & Millican, 1995), while others attach importance to it in a different way. Panova (1989) says
that reading a text aloud is important for maintaining and perfecting the pronunciation skills of the learners. Panova’s view supports that of Klychnikova (1972), according to whom by means of oral reading it is possible to master the sound system of a foreign language and it strengthens the phonetic ability to re-code signals at the letter level, as well as at the level of word, sentence and text. She argues that at the elementary stage of language learning, reading aloud is an important means of developing phonic reading in learners, while at the advanced level it mainly plays the role of expressive reading. This is also emphasised by Kontra (2006), who says that, “although reading is normally done silently, teachers often find that most students enjoy reading out literary texts. Reading aloud can increase the impact of a text, can dramatise action and can reveal points, e.g. humour, that might otherwise remain hidden” (p. 92).

In contrast, Dwyer (1983) has objections to the teaching of oral reading. She believes that:

- it reinforces the idea that reading and pronunciation are related, thereby strengthening the tendency to subvocalise when reading silently;
- it slows down reading by forcing the student to focus on each word;
- when reading aloud, a student may lose all sense of the meaning of what he is reading, a fact that defeats the very purpose of reading;
- when students mispronounce and misread some words, the teacher interrupts the reading to correct miscues, thereby further impeding the flow of meaning extraction.

Despite these objections against its use, oral reading continues to be used extensively in Transcarpathian Hungarian schools. Also, it is common that learners make errors when reading aloud. Such errors should not be considered errors because, as Goodman and Goodman (1978) indicate, the term ‘error’ has a negative connotation in education. Therefore, they prefer to use the term ‘miscue’, suggesting that the response to the written text uttered by the reader is not necessarily erroneous. Rather, it can show how the reader processes information obtained via visual input.

### 3 Method

#### 3.1 Participants

The participants of the study were twelve-year-old Transcarpathian Hungarian-speaking Form 6 learners studying English as a foreign language (EFL) for the second year from five different schools. There were three successful readers (two girls and one boy) and three unsuccessful readers (two girls and one boy). Their school grades in English reading ranged from 6 to 10 with 12 being the highest possible grade. They were selected from a pool of 44 pupils who participated in a large-scale study on reading miscues. The basic intention in the selection of a mix of strong and weak learners was to demonstrate the differences in reading—in terms of miscues—of those learners who showed good comprehension of the essence of the stories they had to read aloud and those pupils who comprehended very little of the texts. This is reflected in the comprehension scores of the learners shown in Table 1. The learners were assigned pseudonyms to protect their personalities and ensure anonymity.
3.2 Instruments

The participants were expected to read aloud two previously piloted texts with a total word count of 480 words. The texts were selected on the following criteria adapted from previous research on reading miscues (Goodman & Burke, 1973; Hudelson, 1980; Mott, 1980; Rha, 2002; Rigg, 1988; Tatlonghari, 1984): texts should represent narratives and dialogues in order to avoid text effect; texts should represent story format materials as children are hypothesized to understand and remember story sequences better than informational materials; the selected texts should constitute a semantically complete unit; the reading time of one text should not exceed ten minutes so that the task should not exhaust the learners and thus lose their interest in the whole process; the selected texts must be unfamiliar to the participants. As a teacher, I could not help including a seventh factor as a selection criterion, namely, that the texts should end with a moral which may contribute to achieving the educational objective of the teaching process: to educate learners to become good and friendly people. The texts can be read in the worksheet copies in the Appendix.

Two piloted comprehension measures were applied during the research to check the learners’ understanding of the main messages of the texts they had read. After reading the texts out loud, the research participants were expected to retell what they understood from the texts. Then they were asked to answer comprehension questions to further measure how well the research subjects understood the texts. Both comprehension test procedures were conducted in Hungarian, the learners’ native language.

Interviews were conducted with the learners after they read the texts and their comprehension was tested with the help of the two measures. The questions asked about the difficulties that learners encountered when trying to understand the meaning of the texts, their perceived reasons as to why they made miscues, how oral reading had an impact on their understanding, etc. A detailed discussion of the interview results can be found in Huszti (2007).

3.3 Procedures

Learners’ reading miscues were recorded during the first semester of the 2003/2004 school year. The data were coded between June and December 2004, using a miscue coding system devised for the purposes of the study.
Learners’ reading aloud was sampled in the traditional way, i.e., the pupils were allowed to look briefly through the texts they were expected to read aloud. Two minutes were provided for the students to glance at each text. This short span of time was believed to be necessary for the learners to familiarize themselves with the unknown texts. Most often, the learners indicated they had finished looking through the texts before the two-minute preparation time was over.

The learners were told to read aloud the texts and then retell as much of the plot as they could. Also, after retelling, some questions were asked about the characters and events of the stories. Each learner’s performance – reading aloud the texts, retelling, and answering the questions – was tape-recorded for later analysis. Besides tape-recording the learners, I marked the miscues on a separate worksheet of the texts as suggested by Goodman and Burke (1973).

4 Findings and discussion: Miscues of the six learners

Seven miscue types were singled out during the oral reading performance of the six participants of the study. The categorization of miscues was done on the basis of Goodman and Burke (1973). Substitution meant that the ER was substituted by another word or phrase during the learner’s reading out loud. The substituted word was written above the line of the text in the researcher’s copies of the texts. Insertion meant that the learner inserted an extra word or phrase during their reading aloud. This inserted word or phrase was indicated in the official researcher’s worksheet by a caret, and also, the inserted item(s) was/were written above the caret. Omission was considered to be a case when the reader omitted a word or phrase in the printed text. In the worksheet such omitted items were circled. Reversal miscues were departures from the printed text when the reader reversed the order of letters in a word or words in a phrase, or phrases in a sentence. Reversals were indicated in the worksheet with the help of a curved line. Repetition miscues were the ones when the child repeated one word, or part of it, or a phrase one or more times. In the researcher’s worksheet, repetitions were shown by underlining the repeated word or phrase as many times as it was repeated. Correction meant that the pupil misread a word or made a deviation from the print, but then noticed this and corrected himself or herself. The miscue was written above the word that was misread and it was marked ‘C’ (corrected) if the child corrected the miscue, and ‘UC’ (uncorrected) if the child did not correct it.

Table 2 shows the types and number of miscues the selected six learners made in both texts. The Appendix contains two sample worksheet copies with the miscues made while reading the texts out loud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Learner type</th>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Insertion</th>
<th>Substitution</th>
<th>Reversal</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margit</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angéla</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>István</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emília</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dávid</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erzsébet</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number and types of miscues committed by learners (n=6)
(S=strong, W=weak, A=acceptable substitution, NA=non-acceptable substitution)
First, the miscues of strong pupils are presented and then those of the three weak ones. In the Observed Responses (OR) of the learners the miscues are underlined for easier recognition. Also, the types of miscues are indicated in brackets.

1) Margit

Although her reading was not fluent and several substitution miscues and some mother tongue intonation patterns occurred, Margit’s comprehension score (75%) indicates that she understood the stories quite well. Her substitution miscues were often graphically similar to the Expected Response (ER), for example:

ER … the ant got into the water. OR … the ant got into the weather. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER ‘What shall we do?’ asked Polly the Parrot. OR ‘Wat shall we do?’ asked Polly the Parrot. [SUBSTITUTION]

Margit showed the tendency of beginner readers to use graphic clues extensively (Southgate, Arnold, & Johnson, 1981). This was proved by the fact that most of the substitutions she made grapho-phonemically resembled the ERs.

When asked about the reason why she substituted ‘wat’ for ‘what’, Margit answered that there was a rule that in closed syllables ending in a consonant, letter ‘a’ must be read as in ‘bat’ or ‘rat’. This shows that the learner knew the rule but was not fully aware of its application in practice.

She also used a Hungarian intonation pattern in ‘wh’-questions, for example:

ER ‘But who will pull it out?’ OR ‘But who will pull it ↑out?’ [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]

Once she noticed that her miscue did not make sense, Margit went back and corrected it:

ER An ant had its home under the same tree. OR An aunt / an ant had its home under the same tree. [SUBSTITUTION]

This was a sign that she was aware of the context.

2) Angéla

Throughout the two texts Angéla’s reading was slow but accurate. She made only a few miscues. It was evident from the way she read that she understood both texts. This claim is supported by Angéla’s comprehension score (81.25%).

In one case Angéla substituted the verb ‘put’ with a non-word ‘paht’. For example,

ER … he put a net under the tree. OR … he paht a net under the tree. [SUBSTITUTION]

She was asked why she read the vowel ‘u’ as in the word ‘but’. She answered that they learned a reading rule which said that ‘u’ in closed syllables should be read as in ‘but’. In this case, the pupil generalized a rule she had learned without being aware of the existence of exceptions.

Although the pace of her reading was very slow, Angéla managed to maintain a natural intonation. In two cases, Angéla used a typical Hungarian intonation pattern in ‘wh’-questions, although these miscues did not disturb her in understanding because the question marks as graphical clues indicated that these were interrogative sentences.
ER ‘What is wrong?’ they asked. OR ‘What is ↓wrong?’ they asked. [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]
ER ‘Why is Harry moaning and groaning so loudly?’ OR ‘Why is Harry moaning and groaning so ↑loudly?’ [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]

3) István
István’s reading was fluent, although he made several substitution, reversal and omission miscues. However, he understood the meaning of the stories best. This is proved by his comprehension score of 87.5%. His substitutions were graphically similar to the ER but unacceptable both syntactically and semantically, for example:
ER An ant had its home under the same tree. OR An ant had its home under the some tree. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER The pigeon and the ant were good friends. OR The pigeon and the ant where good friends. [SUBSTITUTION]
István read relatively quickly, which might have caused his omission miscues. He tended to omit short words or suffixes which basically did not alter the meaning of the text, therefore were accepted semantically:
ER … and brought the ant safely on the land. OR … and brought ant safely on the land. [OMISSION]
ER He wanted to catch the pigeon. OR He want to catch the pigeon. [OMISSION]

Southgate, Arnold and Johnson (1981) also consider that when short elements of the text are omitted, it possibly means that the reader was processing the content too quickly for accurate oral reproduction.

A typical intonation miscue that occurred in all the schools was also made by István. This is using a Hungarian intonation pattern in a ‘wh’-question. For example:
ER ‘What is wrong?’ they asked. OR ‘What is ↑wrong?’ they asked. [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]

4) Emília
Most of the miscues that Emília made were substitutions (comprehension score: 25%). There were 43 such miscues out of which there were 27 non-words, 13 substitutions that were acceptable neither syntactically nor semantically, and 3 words that fitted the context and could be accepted semantically and syntactically, although grammatically represented incorrect forms. These were mainly tense forms as demonstrated in the following examples:
ER Then the ant ran to the pigeon … OR Then the ant run to the pigeon … [SUBSTITUTION]
ER Later, Polly came back with Ella, the Elephant. OR Later, Polly come back with Ella, the Elephant. [SUBSTITUTION]

Non-word substitutions included such examples as:
ER Then the ant flew down, picked up the leaf, and brought the ant safely on the land. OR Then the ant flew down, picked up the leaf, and brok the ant safely on the land. [SUBSTITUTION]

Emília made some substitutions that were unacceptable both syntactically and semantically. For example:
ER A friend in need is a friend indeed. OR A friend is need is a friend indeed. [SUBSTITUTION]
Emília made three repetition miscues that possibly showed her anxiety and eagerness to get over the task of reading aloud quickly.

ER The pigeon and the ant were good friends. OR The pigeon pigeon and the ant were good friends. [REPETITION]
ER … and the ant got into the water. OR … and the ant got into into the water. [REPETITION]

Emília’s other miscues were: one reversal, one intonation as a pronunciation subtype, and one good to wrong correction. For example:

ER He saw the hunter … OR He was the hunter … [REVERSAL]
ER Harry moaned and groaned. OR Harry moaned and ↑groaned. [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]
ER A friend in need is a friend indeed. OR A friend freend in need is a friend indeed. [CORRECTION]

Out of the 49 miscues Emília made, only seven did not disturb her comprehension of the text: three repetitions, three acceptable substitutions and one intonation miscue. All the others, especially the 27 non-words, can be considered to have had a negative and harmful effect on Emília’s text comprehension that was proved as well by her comprehension score of only 25%.

5) Dávid
Dávid’s extremely low comprehension score (6.25%) indicates how little he understood from the texts he read. His most frequent type of miscue was substitution, with 27 non-words and 7 unacceptable substitutions. The following examples present such miscues:

ER The pigeon saw the ant in the water … OR The pigeon saw the int in the water. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER My friend is in trouble, I must help him. OR My friend is in trool, I moosht help him. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER I have a better idea … OR I have a Erzsébet idea … [SUBSTITUTION]
ER He threw a leaf in the water and told the ant to climb on it. OR He threw a leaf in the weather and told the ant to child on it. [SUBSTITUTIONS]

Dávid made a relatively large number of repetition miscues (8) compared to the other pupils selected for this detailed analysis. He usually repeated short one-syllable words. This might be explained by his great anxiety before the task of oral reading.

ER You saved my life. OR You saved my my life. [REPETITION]
ER My friend will be in trouble … OR My friend friend will be in trouble … [REPETITION]
ER Then out of the jungle crept a mouse. OR Then out of the jungle crept crept a mouse. [REPETITION]

Altogether 87.5% of Dávid’s correction miscues were left uncorrected. It means that he attempted words at least twice, in the first case producing a response different from the expected one, and in the second case either repeating the wrong response or coming up with another variant which did not resemble the ER, either. For example:

ER They pushed the rock over the cliff. OR They parshed pusheed the rock over the cliff. [CORRECTION]
ER Harry stopped moaning and groaning. OR Harry stopped moaning and groaning groaning. [CORRECTION]

Only once did Dávid manage to correct his miscue successfully, i.e., he first produced a miscue, immediately realized it, went back in reading and corrected his own words; for example:

ER … and she flew off. OR … and see she flew off. [CORRECTION]

Dávid also inserted three words in the texts he read and reversed the order of syllables in one word.

ER The pigeon flew away. OR The pigeon flew and away. [INSERTION]

ER One day a hunter came to their tree. OR One day a terhun came to their tree. [REVERSAL]

The number of Dávid’s intonation miscues was relatively high (5) compared to his total number of miscues; although when asked about them in the retrospective interview, he admitted he had not even noticed them. Also, he did not feel these intonation miscues disturbed his understanding of the stories.

ER They tied the vine to Ella. OR They tied the vine to Ella. [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]

ER Ella saw the mouse and took off running very fast. OR Ella saw the mouse and took off running very fast. [PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION SUBTYPE]

6) Erzsébet

It was interesting to note that during the retrospective interview Erzsébet perceived her reading as very problematic in terms of accuracy and fluency, but she claimed that understanding was easy for her. However, her comprehension score (12.5%) does not support this view of hers.

It is true that Erzsébet had difficulties with accuracy and fluency. She made 23 non-word substitutions; for example:

ER I have a horrible, terrible toothache. OR I have a horrible, terrible toothy. [SUBSTITUTION]

ER Milly went off to find a vine. OR Milly went off to find a veeny. [SUBSTITUTION]

Besides these non-words, Erzsébet produced two acceptable and nine non-acceptable substitutions. For example:

ER The pigeon flew away. OR The pigeon fly away. [SUBSTITUTION]

ER Then the ant ran to the pigeon … OR Then the ant run to the pigeon … [SUBSTITUTION]

Although these substitutions are grammatically incorrect—the -s inflexion of the 3rd person singular is missing in both cases—, semantically they are acceptable as the verb forms ‘fly’ and ‘flew’ have the similar meaning of ‘moving in the air with wings’, as well as ‘run’ and ‘ran’ express similar meanings: ‘go faster than walk’.
Non-acceptable substitutions by Erzsébet included:
ER An ant had its home under the same tree. OR An aunt had its home under the some tree. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER The pigeon and the ant were good friends. OR He pigeon and the ant were good friends. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER … the ant got into the water. OR … the ant got into the weather. [SUBSTITUTION]
ER … picked up the leaf … OR … picked up the life … [SUBSTITUTION]

Erzsébet managed to correct three miscues when she noticed she had made them. In all three instances she stopped reading, went back in the text and tried to re-read the words, this time successfully.
ER Harry Hippo awoke early one morning. OR Harry Hippo awoke early on one morning. [CORRECTION]
ER The pigeon and the ant were good friends. OR The pigeon and he the ant were good friends. [CORRECTION]
ER You saved my life. OR You saved me my life. [CORRECTION]

Erzsébet made one reversal miscue, for example: ER ‘I will,’ said Milly the Gorilla. OR ‘I will,’ said Milly the Gloria [REVERSAL]. In this reversal miscue the pupil changed the sequence of sounds in a word and got another one, with full meaning—a female name. What is interesting about this reversal miscue is that during the retelling, Erzsébet consistently spoke about Gloria as a character of the story together with Milly, Harry, Ella and Polly.

Erzsébet also made one miscue in stress—ER ‘I have an idea,’ said Milly. OR “I have an ’idea,’ said Milly. [PRONUNCIATION, STRESS SUBTYPE], but it did not cause problems in understanding because it occurred due to the fact that Erzsébet was unfamiliar with this word. So, the main problem was not caused by the improper use of the stress, but by the lack of knowledge of the vocabulary item.

In summary, the six learners introduced here ranged from poor (Emília, Dávid, Erzsébet) to good comprehenders (Margit, Angéla, István). Their reading can be characterized along a continuum, at one end of which is sporadic, not fluent and inaccurate oral reading, and at the other end is fluent and accurate reading aloud. The miscues committed by the learners were of seven types: correction, repetition, omission, substitution, reversal, insertion, pronunciation. The most frequent miscues committed by the six selected learners were substitutions: non-words, non-acceptable words and acceptable ones. This result corresponds with the findings obtained in the main miscue study of 44 learners. Table 3 presents the total number of miscues for strong compared with weak readers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Insertion</th>
<th>Substitution</th>
<th>Reversal</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strong readers</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weak readers</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Total number of miscues of strong and weak readers
5 Conclusions and pedagogical implications

The final conclusions of this descriptive analysis are as follows:

• The most frequent miscues were substitutions, for both weak and strong pupils alike.
• However, strong readers make far fewer miscues than weak readers.
• These substitution miscues most often resemble the Expected Response graphophonemically.
• Omissions are usually short one-syllable words or inflexions, e.g., the past simple ending -ed of regular verbs.
• Such omissions are usually semantically acceptable; therefore, they do not alter the meaning of a text greatly.
• Intonation miscues (e.g., using Hungarian intonation patterns in questions) do not usually disturb learners in comprehension as they have graphical clues (like question marks) at their disposal that can help in understanding.
• Learners’ stress miscues always involved placing the greatest emphasis on the first syllable of words. This is the typical Hungarian stress pattern which is fixed, not flexible as in English. So the reason for these miscues was that when learners were not sure of the stress of a word, they followed the tendency of stressing syllables like they do in their mother tongue.
• It is evident from the results that strong readers understand texts better.

Based on the above conclusions it is possible to specify the pedagogical implications of the research. It seems that most of the miscues made by the learners were caused by their incomprehension of the texts. If the reason for making so many — mainly substitution — miscues is the unfamiliarity of the learners with certain words, then teachers must do everything possible to teach vocabulary items to learners and check their knowledge of the words thoroughly.

Learners made a lot of insertions during reading aloud. These were words that occurred later in the same line of a text. It means that learners inspected and decoded words faster than they could pronounce them. This is clear proof that reading aloud slows down the reading process (Dwyer, 1983). If learners read silently, teachers could save valuable classroom time for other activities in the lessons.

Learners’ stressing the first syllable of a polysyllabic word implies that teachers should raise the learners’ awareness of the differences between English and Hungarian stress. Teachers should provide exercises in which learners practise various word stress patterns — e.g., using the traditional large circle for a stressed syllable, and a small one for an unstressed syllable.

The situation is similar with intonation. Learners’ intonation miscues were mainly those in which they used the tone of Hungarian yes-no questions. Teachers claimed that the aim of reading aloud was to teach learners to pronounce words and phrases correctly. But intonation is closely connected to pronunciation. So teachers must pay more attention to teaching it and developing learners’ intonation skills.

The results of the six case studies prove that oral reading is not the best or most appropriate technique to use for developing reading comprehension. Because the results of the comprehension measures are not comforting and cannot be accepted as adequate, teachers
should do their best to teach learners how to try to comprehend more and how to be effective in decoding the writer's message. Finally, it can be safely claimed that the aim of reading is comprehension; reading aloud to achieve this aim is quite useless.
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APPENDIX
Worksheet copies with reading miscues of one successful reader (Margit – C10) and one unsuccessful one (Dávid – C7)

The ant and the pigeon

A pigeon lived on a tree. An ant had its home under the same tree. The pigeon and the ant were good friends. One day it rained and rained. There was much water under the tree and the ant got into the water.

The pigeon saw the ant in the water and thought, ‘My friend is in trouble, I must help him.’

He threw a leaf in the water and told the ant to climb on it. Then the pigeon flew down, picked up the leaf and brought the ant safely on the land.

One day a hunter came to their tree. He wanted to catch the pigeon and he put a net under the tree. He put some grains near the net. The pigeon saw the grains. He came down from the tree and was going to eat the grains.

The ant saw it and thought, ‘My friend will be in trouble if he goes near the grains. I must stop him.’

Then the ant ran to the pigeon and pricked him in his foot. The pigeon flew away. He saw the hunter and said to the ant, ‘You saved my life. Thank you, dear ant. A friend in need is a friend indeed.’

LEARNER: C10

NOTES: More or less proper reading and accurate reading
Hippo's toothache

Harry Hippo awoke early one morning.

'OWWWW!' he moaned. 'I have a horrible, terrible toothache.'

Harry moaned and groaned. He moaned and groaned so loudly he woke everyone up.

'What is wrong?' they asked. 'Why is Harry moaning and groaning so loudly?'

Harry has a toothache,' said his wife, Harriet.

'What shall we do?' asked Polly the Parrot.

'We will have to pull out the tooth,' said Harriet.

'But who will pull it out?' asked Polly.

'I will,' said Milly the Gorilla.

'But how will you pull it out?' asked Ziggy the Lion.

Milly went off to find a vine. She tied the vine to Harry's tooth, and she pulled on the vine.

She pulled and pulled, but the tooth did not come out.

'Let me help,' said Ziggy.

So Ziggy and Milly pulled but the tooth did not come out.

'What will we do now?' asked Polly.

'I have an idea,' said Milly.

They took Harry to a cliff and tied the vine to a big rock. They pushed the rock over the cliff. But Harry's tooth did not come out.

'Now what?' asked Ziggy.

'I have a better idea,' said Polly, and she flew off.

Harry moaned and groaned even louder. Later, Polly came back with Ella, the Elephant.

'Ella will help us pull Harry's tooth,' said Polly.

They tied the vine to Ella. She pulled and pulled, but the tooth did not come out. Then out of the jungle crept a mouse. Ella saw the mouse and took off running very fast. Out came Harry's tooth. Harry stopped moaning and groaning. Once again the jungle was quiet. Everyone was happy, especially Harry.

LEARNAERS: C
NOTES: Very poor reading, almost no understanding